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Can we grow beyond
renaming roads?
T

he State Government is
back to what it does best
– renaming roads in the city.
There is of course the other
thing they do equally well –
unnecessary ‘beautification’ of
neighbourhoods but we will
not go into that. At least not
just now. Since these are times
when being critical of anybody
in power usually means inviting
the accusation that we are in
the pay of the Opposition, let
us assure everyone that we
were equally critical when the
previous regime did the same.
Overall, the road-renaming
exercise is one of the most
wasteful activities possible,
but State Governments do not
seem to think so.
It was only last week that
the Chief Minister announced
with much fanfare that the
East Coast Road, which had
been getting along very well
with that name for quite some
time now, will henceforth be
known as Muthamizh Ari-

gnar Kalaignar Karunanidhi
Road. As to what connection
the late Kalaignar and former
Chief Minister had with that
thoroughfare is not known but
then there it is. The road will
henceforth be officially known
by its new name, just as Nungambakkam High Road is in
reality Utthamar Gandhi Salai
and Old Mahabalipuram Road



by The Editor

is Rajiv Gandhi Expressway.
No connection of any kind –
just a renaming. There was a
time when roads were renamed
after leaders or prominent citizens who lived on them, as for
instance Radhakrishnan Salai
and Dr Muthulakshmi Reddy
Road, but now such connections are not of any importance. Any road can be picked
up at random and renamed at
will, just as the previous regime

suddenly changed Halls Road
to Tamizh Salai.
It is not as though the late
Kalaignar does not already
have places named after him.
KK Nagar is a vast residential
area that takes his name and it
has been around for several decades. For that matter, we find
the same leaders being commemorated in various roads
and streets repeatedly. Surely
even if there was a renaming
exercise it can be done with
some creativity? But then it
is only by continuously reinforcing a few names repeatedly
can they be retained in public
memory and their link to the
present be reinforced.
There was a time when
roads named after colonial rulers and civil servants were the
first targets for renaming. There
again, Madras Musings had
consistently argued (not that
anyone in office would heed
(Continued on page 2)

Perungudi landfill fire
A harsh reminder why waste segregation
at source is non-negotiable

O

n a Wednesday in the last
week of April, residents
in and around the Perungudi
dump noticed a haze of smoke
enveloping their localities.
It became harder to breathe
and vehicles plying the Pallavaram-Thoraipakkam 200 feet
radial road found themselves
driving in conditions of poor
visibility. It was reportedly
around 12.30 pm that day
when local officials noticed
that a fire had broken out in
the landfill at Perungudi; they

put out a call for help at around
2 pm, unable to contain the
flames. The fire spread across
a whopping 15 acres. It would
 by A Special
Correspondent

take civic personnel across the
Fire and Rescue, Corporation
and CMWSSB departments
four days of firefighting to put
it out. Residents of the city
as far as Velachery, Guindy

and Taramani reported being
affected by the smoke. It was
also said that night herons were
spotted flying away from the
ecoglogically-sensitive Pallikaranai marshland close by. The
lake adjoining the Perungudi
landfill turned a bright, cotton-candy pink days after the
fire, indicating the presence of
cyanobacteria – an algal bloom
that turns air and water toxic
when present in high concentrations.
(Continued on page 2)
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HERITAGE WATCH
Restoration of
Chepauk Palace
OLD

It is certainly easy to construct a building. It is easier still to
neglect it for years and then watch it go up in flames within a
few hours. Restoration, however, is a painstaking effort, lasting
many years. At the Chepauk Palace, work is proceeding slowly
but surely. Both the wings, the Khalas and Humayun Mahals
are currently behind scaffolding and protective netting. What
little can be seen displays commendable restoration. But it is
a long way ahead before the place is thrown open once again.
We need to be thankful however that the building has not gone
the way of other fire-ravaged heritage structures of the city.
Our Old shows a view of the palace that we can never ever
see again – construction, often mindless and invariably incongruous all around the palace has made sure that its front façade
will always remain hidden, which is a pity. Our New shows a
part of the Khalas Mahal which is being restored.
The State Government should learn from this experience
that it is far better to maintain heritage structures than to neglect
them. Reconstruction can never be as good as the original and
is a very expensive process.
NEW
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RENAMING ROADS?
(Continued from page 1)
its words anyway) that not all
of these were names that could
be obliterated. Some deserved
retention for the good work
that they did in the city. But
with most of such roads already
renamed and the others being
too small or insignificant thoroughfares, the Government
attention has evidently turned
to other names such as OMR
and ECR for renaming. What
will happen when these names
too are exhausted? Will there
be a round of renaming the
roads that are already renamed?
If a city is to be marked by
progress and growth, it is necessary that thoroughfares in the
newer parts are named after

leaders who contributed to it.
But then our political masters
have probably realised that
such new areas are not news
worthy. The idea is to keep
focusing on the older parts
and making sure that they are
perpetually in a state of churn.
It is time that the Governments in power realise that
it is more important to be remembered by a legacy of good
work and worthy achievements
and not by way of a tally of
the number of roads renamed.
But evidently such maturity in
thought is yet to come about.
All over India we are seeing a
rising trend of renaming and
Chennai, despite its claims to
be different, has proved disappointingly to be the same.

Perungudi Landfill Fire
(Continued from page 1)
The cause of fire is suspected
by the authorities to be a pile of
discarded coconut husk, supposed to have caught fire in the
summer heat. The rapid spread
and ferocity of the conflagration has been attributed to
methane trapped in the landfill.
The Chennai Deputy Mayor
Mahesh Kumar informed the
media that a request would
be made to the Mayor and
ministers soliciting the establishment of a permanent fire
station in the area. The subject
of generating power from waste
came up as well. According to
reports that quoted Mr. K.N.
Nehru, the Minister for Municipal Administration, Urban
and Water Supply, the TN
government plans to generate
electricity from non-degradable
wastes in the Corporation and
municipality dumpyards. This
is in addition to the bio-mining
programmes launched at Perungudi and Kodungaiyur – a
process that aids in the quicker
decomposition of solid waste,
enabling the city to reclaim
the land.
None of the above is likely
to serve Chennai as a sustainable solution to the very real
and increasing hazard of landfill fires unless citizens take the
responsibility to segregate the
waste they generate. It isn’t just
our city that faces this peril –
Delhi and Chandigarh were
choked by landfill fires earlier
this year as well, almost around
the same time as Perungudi.
Those conflagrations were
attributed to poor waste management by its citizens, too.
The potential impact of
source segregation is perhaps
best explained through numbers. The Perungudi dumpyard
already has roughly 3.6 million
cubic metres of legacy waste
lying across 125 acres. Almost

half the garbage generated by
the city on any given day is
sent straight to the Perungudi
dumpyard, including 2000
tons of wet waste. It is precisely
such organic refuse – food and
scraps, besides wood and paper
– that produce the methane
gas that exacerbated the fire
at Perungudi. This means that
our status quo of staggering
indifference towards waste segregation practices only courts
more landfill fires, not just at
Perungudi but likely at Kodungaiyur as well. The ensuing air
and water pollution will translate to a poorer quality of life
for us and our fellow citizens.
Given the risks, the resistance to change our behaviour
towards waste management is
nothing short of puzzling. The
city’s authorities have done
their best to create awareness
around the issue. Bylaws were
implemented in Solid Waste
Management Rules in 2019,
empowering the civic body to
penalize residents failing to
segregate their waste to the
tune of Rs. 100. Contractors
were brought in to collect
waste from residents’ doorsteps and educate them on
the need to segregate. The
conservancy workers practically sing to most citizens every
morning, urging households to
hand over segregated waste.
Unfortunately, it has largely
been in vain so far. Hopefully,
the choking stench of smoke
from the recent fire has had
an impact in changing minds
across the city. If that doesn’t
work, perhaps the authorities
need to consider stringent
measures – for instance, many
cities have civic departments
that refuse to collect waste
unless segregated. It may be
the only way to bring about
a long overdue change in our
waste management practices.
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Stories from a bus

he Woman from Madras
T
Musings was whiling away a
traffic jam on the Adyar bridge

when a strange, strangled
sound escaped the driver. He
was looking balefully at the bus
in front, which appeared to be
the scene of a lively squabble.
The driver appeared to be deeply moved by one of the arguing
parties who seemed to have gotten the short end of the stick.
He suddenly declared with
great feeling that he too had
been having a rather rough go
of the morning bus rides himself. Intrigued by this heartfelt
announcement, (Wo)MMM
asked for more details. She was
not disappointed – the driver
had a veritable treasure trove of
tales and conspiracy theories, a
few of which (Wo)MMM can’t
help but share.
The opening story was a
strongly-worded complaint
about the status quo of reserving seats for women. The
driver cast a side-eyed glance
at (Wo)MMM as he said this,
presumably expecting an outburst of indignation. Truth be
told, (Wo)MMM did find herself on the verge of a debate,
but is happy to report that she
managed to hold her tongue.

now reportedly stops the bus
wherever he is when he catches sight of a young adventurer
swinging from the rails, effectively delaying the commute
for everyone on board until the
miscreant deigns to come back
inside. That very morning, he
said ruefully, it took the bus a
whole 20 minutes to get moving
again for the youth had simply
refused to get back on board.
(Wo)MMM had to agree that
the driver’s ire was well-earned
in this instance.
The third story was a delicious conspiracy theory. The
driver opened on a rather
thrilling note, demanding if
(Wo)MMM had seen buses
speed past the stops they were
meant to halt at. (Wo)MMM
had to admit she had. He then
asked if she had experienced
inordinate delays whilst waiting for a bus at a stop. Once
again, (Wo)MMM had to admit
that she had. It was with a
quiet, almost triumphant note
that the driver revealed that
both instances were nothing
but underhanded collusions
between the bus driver and the
auto drivers in the area. The
bus driver, he claimed, would
plan the stops he would delay

lutely delightful to see a pair
of smartly-dressed policemen
crop up late at night, dutifully
checking every car and bike
that passed by.
(Wo)MMM was reaching
home with the better half when
she noticed the officials. She
was duly stopped and politely
asked if she had had a drink;
she was allowed to leave soon
enough once it became apparent that she hadn’t. The bike
travelling behind, however, was
another story. It came speeding around the corner, carrying three persons who were
still in the aftermath of what
seemed to be a rather indulgent evening. They came to a
screeching halt when they saw
the policemen and their loud
hoots died away on their lips;
it was quite clear that they had
never dreamed they would be
caught by the traffic police on
this route. The policeman who
had been talking to (Wo)MMM
adopted a stern countenance at
once. He briskly got to work.
He instructed the young men
to get down from their bikes
and proceeded to throw a slew
of questions at them. Where
were their helmets? Why
were three of them on the

SHORT ’N’ SNAPPY
From what (Wo)MMM could
understand, the driver’s top
peeve was the lack of seating
for men, which he claimed
was exacerbated by the administration’s scheme of free
bus travel for women. He said
that there were quite a few
town buses that plied the route
he patronized, but the women
at his stop “insisted in piling
into a single overflowing bus
instead of waiting for the next
one that came along.” The
upshot of which was that some
enterprising women bagged
all the seats, leaving the men
with no choice but to stand
next to the ‘peevish’ group of
women who were left behind.
He reported that there were
regular tiffs between passengers for seating, all of which
ended quite unfavourably for
the men who wanted to sit.
The only silver lining as far
as he could see was that his
own daughter managed to get
a seat most times she travelled
with him.
The second story was about
the daredevil kids who added to his commuting woes.
(Wo)MMM was rather familiar
with this one – she herself
has seen many high-school
and college kids hanging from
moving buses and had, on
one occasion, been witness
to a minor accident that had
transpired as a result. It turns
out that the driver’s bus had
recently met with such a misadventure as well, much to the
conductor’s chagrin. Apparently, the parents of the culprits had been quite displeased
and complained; in response,
the authorities had taken the
bus driver to task, which the
driver felt was rather unfair.
Having borne the brunt of the
whole thing, the bus driver

or miss with the auto drivers
in advance; the auto drivers
would then slowly drive their
autos past the stop at the allotted time of day, tempting
passengers who were in a hurry. The proceeds, according
to him, are split between the
parties at the end of the day.
(Wo)MMM was frankly quite
riveted by the scheme he described. Was there any hope
of proving or disproving his
theory? None, as far as she
could see. If true, it seemed to
be a pretty tidy scheme.
It has been a while, admittedly, since (Wo)MMM
took the bus. Most of her own
memories are quite cheerful –
there was a fantastic fleet of
air-conditioned buses plying
the routes in her day, which
seem nowhere to be seen now.
(Wo)MMM has been wanting
to take a town bus for a while
though, and the driver’s tale,
aggrieved as it was, has only
whetted her appetite. It may be
prudent to avoid travel on his
route, though – he may not be
happy to see yet another woman contesting a seat at his stop.

A case of drunken
driving

he Woman from Madras
T
Musings lives in a locality which houses a popular

bar in the neighbourhood.
(Wo)MMM has been told it
is a rather good bar, one patronised by the locals who like
to enjoy a drink now and then.
Lately, though, it seems to have
attracted a flock of night owls
who choose to drive through
the residential streets in order
to avoid getting collared by
the traffic police on the main
roads. This, of course, is a
problem. And so it was abso-

same bike? They were drunk,
weren’t they? (Wo)MMM had
to admit to feeling a twinge
of satisfaction on seeing them
booked on the spot - there had
been more than a couple of
hit-and-runs on the road in the
recent past, no doubt due to
drunken driving.
The road is now quiet again
and the policemen have disappeared, presumably to put the
fear of god in similar culprits
on other residential streets.
(Wo)MMM finds the whole
thing very comforting.

Trending

he Woman from Madras
T
Musings recently saw
an announcement from the

railways unveiling a ‘ baby
berth’ in select trains, meant
to make it easier for mothers
to sleep next to their children.
The baby berth seems to be
a smaller berth attached to
the side of the lower berth. It
also sports a rather alarmingly
wide railing. Many were left
aghast by the initial photos,
for all they could see was a fall
hazard through the yawning
gap between the rails. More
pictures followed in response
to the criticism, showcasing
berth straps in plain view; the
dissidents, however, remained
unconvinced. The general
consensus was that widening
the main berth would have
been a better option, as the
baby could sleep safely towards the wall. Everyone came
to the damning conclusion
that no woman was consulted
in the design. The berth’s failings look so patently obvious
that (Wo)MMM has to agree
that she suspects this to be the
case, too.

– (Wo)MMM
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keting companies often goes
unheeded.
Those consumers who have
a weighing scale at home can
carry out the check. Every cylinder will have the tare weight
embossed on top. Tare weight
refers to the empty weight of

Bidding Adieu to Sankar

T

he untimely demise of N.
Sankar, Chairman of the
Sanmar Group, is a great loss
to the country. He was not just
a successful industrialist but
also one with a heart full of
compassion. Madras Musings
has also lost a well-wisher and
patron in his exit.
Sankar was a multifaceted
person involved in various
activities besides his family
businesses. Corporate Social
Responsibility was in his blood,
which made him a spontaneous
and voluntary donor for all
good causes. In short, he was
an excellent human being worthy of emulation by his peers in
the industry.
Hope N. Kumar, his illustrious brother, and Vijay Sankar,
his son groomed by him, will
carry on the good legacy left
behind by Sankar.
Tharcius S. Fernando

10, First Street
A V M Nagar, Virugambakkam
Chennai 600 092

Remembering N. Sankar

B

y dedicating the entire issue dated May 1-15, 2022,
Madras Musings has aptly paid
rich and respectful tribute to
its mentor par excellence and
patron, N. Sankar, who passed
away on April 17, 2022. Each
article in the issue has brought
out the late patron’s brilliance
and his deep involvement in
various fields. Very rarely do
we come across men of excellence of late Sankar’s stature.
As a reader, I bow my head
and pray for his soul to rest in
eternal peace.
*

*

*

Price revision of LPG
cylinders

T

he revision in the price of
domestic LPG cylinders
effected on May 7, 2022 comes
at a time when the common
man is already saddled with
the skyrocketing prices of essentials. While this has come
as a shocker, those who have
made prior bookings for refills
find themselves obligated to
be after the Distributor even
though they have received the
booking confirmation via SMS
as well as the cash memo prior
to revision.
On May 2, I booked a refill.
On the same day, I received the
SMS confirming the booking
and also the details of the cash

memo, indicating the amount
payable. As I was eagerly awaiting the delivery, another SMS
came on May 7, regarding
another cash memo but with
the revised amount. I then
rushed to my Distributor and
questioned why the refill was
not delivered even after a lapse
of five days. The office assistant
immediately checked the details in the computer and confirmed that the cash memo was
handed over to the delivery boy
on May 3. When I asked the assistant as to whether they have
any system to ascertain from
the delivery boys the number of
deliveries they make each day,
she did not have an answer.
She immediately contacted
the delivery boy and sought
to know from him why the
delivery was not made. The boy
stated that the delivery would
be made immediately [this was
on May 7].
Whenever the LPG price is
revised, the distributors take
back the old cash memos held
by the delivery boys and replace them with new cash
memos with the revised price.
When I told the assistant that
I will only pay the pre-revision
price, she readily agreed and
informed the boy of the same.
Thus, because of my quick
reflexes, I could insulate myself
from the immediate impact of
the price revision.
Since the oil marketing
companies are revising the
prices of LPG cylinders every
now and then without any forewarning to the consumers, the
consumers have to be on guard
lest they be taken for a ride.
Since there is a wide disparity
between the price of domestic
and commercial cylinders, the
games the delivery boys play
either in collusion with the
distributors or in isolation, do
not need any elaboration.
The oil marketing companies urge consumers to follow
the pre-delivery check - verifying whether the seal on the
cylinder is intact, weighing the
cylinder to confirm whether
it contains 14.2 kg of gas,
and checking for any leakage.
Seldom do consumers get this
check done, nor do the boys
volunteer to conduct such
checks. Though the distributors are supposed to equip their
delivery boys with a weighing
scale, no distributor follows this
mandatory condition. Thus,
the advisory of the oil mar-

3
the cylinder. If, for instance,
the tare weight of a cylinder is
19.5 kgs, then the gross weight
should be 33.7 kgs [that is the
tare weight [19.5] plus the
weight of the gas [14.2]. If the
cylinder weighs substantially
less than the gross weight, one

can very well smell foul play
and lodge a complaint with the
distributor.
V.S. Jayaraman

31, Motilal Street
Chennai 600 017

Transforming an eyesore
of a lane
H

ow do you transform a
public space that stinks
from cattle dung and urine and
is treated as a dump by auto
mechanics? Beautify it with
street art and get the residents
to make use of the private lane.
It has worked for much of the
community on Kallukaran
Street, a small colony that
lives alongside the ancient Sri
Madhava Perumal Temple in
Mylapore. “Today, our children
sit outside and play games with
each other, like carrom. The
seniors unwind and chat in the
evenings,” says resident K.R.
Jambunathan, a former State
Bank of India staffer who has
lived here for about 70 years.
The seed for change was
sown in January this year,
even as the pandemic began
to wane. The civic-minded
members of this colony met to
bounce around a few ideas that
could improve the conditions
outside their homes. Some of
them had read reports of people in neighbouring colonies
who had painted their public
walls to discourage pedestrians
and others from urinating or
dumping waste. The group decided that art could be a solution for them, too. Says local
resident Appu Jagadish, who
hails from a family of traditional sculptors who once worked
here and gave the street its
name, “People here were waiting for somebody to take the
lead. Once that happened,
they supported the cause with
money and work.” Appu, who
runs an NGO that provides
lunch to the homeless in this
part of the city, has deployed
his own group of volunteers to
maintain this lane in the past.
And so, residents pooled in
money to buy paint tins and
brushes. They invited adults
and children to paint and draw
on the wall over a weekend
This effort was repeated on
the following Sundays and will
continue. The drab look had
disappeared. Somebody has
also fixed a basketball hoop
on one-section of the wall,
while some others have fixed
net-poles to enable people
to play shuttle-cock. Others
contributed carrom boards to
encourage children to play in
the open. All it took was simple

seating arrangements for senior
citizens step out and chat with
each other. The space has
come alive.
“The idea of getting residents to own the place and
make good use of it so that it
could not be vandalised has
succeeded,” says Jambunathan,
who now plans to invite the
Mylapore MLA to formally
launch the tree-planting effort
here.
If you are wondering why
this community made such an
effort to bring change in their
lives, then we must visit the
recent past and understand the
condition the place was in. The
rear portions of almost all the
houses on Kallukaran Street
face one of the walls of Sri
Madhava Perumal Temple. Between the houses and the temple wall is what could be called
a lane, some 12ft in width. It
was cemented recently. In the
past, maids working in these
houses would enter the house

from the rear and work there.
Since this ‘L’ shaped strip
of lane was in some ways, no
man’s land, encroachments
took place. At one point, there
were a few cattle sheds where
people reared cattle, and sold
the milk locally. Now, only one
remains and this remains a civic bother for the colony. Others
also encroached on the lane
and parts of it became garbage
dumps. Today, an automobile
repairs shop illegally operates
here.
Civic-conscious residents
like Jambunathan and Appu
Jagadish realised that if the face
of this lane were to change, it
must be a transformation encouraged by their own efforts.
That is how some creative
ideas were discussed and the
wall art effort began. The art
effort led to other ideas and in
all, has made this public space
a welcoming one. – (Courtesy:
Mylapore Times.)

K R A Narasiah
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A Long-Lost Luz Church Road
Luz Church Road is today
just another road of the city.
It has a whole lot of humdrum
buildings, plenty of traffic and
accompanying congestion.
This can be considered its
third phase of existence. The
earlier phase was around seventy years ago, when it was
a quiet thoroughfare, with a
series of bungalows on both
sides, residences of several
legal luminaries. In its earliest
phase however, which was at
around the turn of the 20th century, it was positively lonely – a
few isolated garden houses set
in unimaginably huge compounds with plenty of trees.
Standing in Luz Church Road
today, it is impossible to even
conceive of what it was like in
the early years of the 20th century. A very good word picture
of the place is in the patriot
S. Ambujammal’s biography
Naan Kanda Bharatam. It is
a description of an area now
changed forever. However, it
makes it clear that the place
was no Garden of Eden for it
came with its own troubles,
which incidentally are also
almost unbelievable – imagine
snakes and other such wild
animals on Luz Church Road.
Today the only specimens of
the kind wander around on two
legs. And they had epidemics
that necessitated isolation –
just as we have had recently.
The passages below have
been translated from the Tamil
original by me – Sriram V.

I

n 1910, after having searched
high and low, my father purchased for Rs 20,000 an old
bungalow called Amjad Bagh on
Luz Church Road. Before buying
it, he took my mother, brother
and myself and showed us the
place. A huge weed-infested
garden that looked more like a
forest went with the house. It
had plenty of raintrees and monkey pod trees. The front part had
jamun, rosary pea, wood apple
and Bengal quince trees and a
banyan in the corner, apart from
a couple of ponds. There was a
sandalwood tree and plenty of
bamboo clumps. There was no
compound wall. Lantana bushes
intertwined with the monkey
pod trees formed the boundary to
the property. The house proper
was more a palace – it had a verandah running all around it and
the rooms were enormous. An
aged gardener showed us around
and presented us with roses from
the bushes he tended to.
On returning home father
asked us if we liked the house.
We, as children were unanimous
– we declared that we liked it
immensely and asked him to buy
it at once. But mother was not
so enthusiastic – she considered
the house dilapidated. The cook-

house moreover was in a separate
block at a considerable distance
from the main house. But my
father would not give in. He convinced her to agree by offering to
build a kitchen within the residence proper. It was always like
this. Father would ask mother’s
opinion but his will always prevailed. Mother always gave in to
father’s wishes. Amjad Bagh was
purchased, the old kitchen block
became the cowshed and a new
one came up within the house.
The kitchen at Amjad Bagh,
when completed in 1911, was
a small bungalow by itself. My
father spent Rs 20,000 in transforming the main house as well.
Several rooms had come up on
a foundation of granite and cement. But somehow the house
lacked modernity. Once the
work was done, we shifted into
Amjad Bagh. The first hall in it
was a formal drawing room after
which came a ladies’ room. A
large room nearby was my father’s office. The first floor had
a large hall and two bedrooms.
In the initial days of shifting
in we found living here to be a
daunting prospect. There was
hardly any footfall or vehicular
traffic on the road. The Bheemannapettai and Co-Operative
Bank areas of today were all
banana plantations. The Norton

Sanmar, what
Sankar built
I

S. Ambujammal (front row, extreme left) takes part in a women’s procession in Chennai in 1965. Picture courtesy:
The Hindu.

named Ibrahim worked for us for
decades. Is it enough to purchase
a large bungalow? Was it not
necessary to maintain it as well?
Therefore, an aged gardener to
tend to the vast compound and

but the miscreants would have
vanished. Each morning, elderly
women would come to collect
the fallen banyan, jackfruit and
peepul leaves and their belongings would meet with the same

LOST LANDMARKS OF CHENNAI
– SRIRAM V
Bungalow was in neighbouring
D’Silva Road. To the rear of
Amjad Bagh was a large bungalow
named Hermitage. To the west
was Desikachariar’s bungalow
and opposite us was the residence of Ramachandra Rao Saheb and the garden of Srinivasa
Iyer. Closer to Luz were the residences of Sir K. Srinivasa Iyengar
and Baroda Srinivasa Iyengar.
On the east was Sir T. Madhav
Rao’s bungalow and in Luz, next
to the Mylapore Club was the
residence of Sundaram Iyer, and
a tank named the Aratha Kuttai. That is today’s Nageswara
Rao Pantulu Park. Opposite the
Club was Lakshmi Vilas and the
bungalows of Buchi Babu and V.
Krishnaswami Iyer. All of these
house were situated in the midst
of vast gardens and so the atmosphere was always quiet.
Many changes came into our
lives after we shifted into Amjad
Bagh. We experienced the comforts of electricity and a motor
car for the first time. My father
initially had a Wolseley and later
a Napier car. A Muslim driver
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a couple of maid servants to
clean the interiors were hired.
In addition, we now had a man
of all work, a cowherd, an old
woman, a security guard and two
cooks. One of the last named
would always stay at home while
the other, Kasturi, would accompany my father on his travels.
Raghavachari was the lawyer’s
clerk while Ramachandran was
the typist.
Not a day went by without
a rat snake or a krait or a cobra
emerging from the weeds. The
gardener would club them to
death. During the rains, the
three ponds in the middle of the
banana plantations would fill
with frogs and these would keep
croaking in chorus right through
the night. At around midnight
jackals would begin baying.
Bhemmannapettai and Luz
Church Roads being lonely
thoroughfares, any woman who
stepped out by herself was bound
to lose her jewellery and cash.
On hearing their screams, we
would rush out of the bungalow

fate. Skirmishes between those
dwelling in the hutments of
Bheemannapettai and those
in Mandaveli were matters of
routine. Armed groups from one
would chase those of the other
right up to Luz Church Road
frequently.
The seasons when cholera
and smallpox epidemics flared up
filled us with fear. At least three
to four biers made their way each
day along Bheemannapettai, to
the cries of “Govinda! Govinda!”
There were no vaccinations then
for cholera, typhoid, and other
such diseases. Therefore, when
these hit the surrounding localities we did not allow our servants
to go home. We took good care
of them. All of us drank boiled
water. In those days the fatalities
among those stricken with such
diseases was very high and so
people lived in mortal dread
of these epidemics. During the
rainy season, plague occurred
frequently in Bangalore. Panic
would grip the people of Madras
when they heard of this. Chaos

resulted when a dead rat was
found anywhere in the house.
The Government issued orders
banning travel to Bangalore and
Mysore – this was the only disease control measure they knew.
Fear gripped the educated
and affluent people more than
it did the poor. The latter, given
the risks they faced on a daily
basis, were not all that bothered.
The educated and affluent conjured frightening images of the
diseases and adopted extreme
safety measures. One year, the
cry of “Govinda!” was heard from
D’Silva Road during the month
of Adi ((Jul/Aug). I was pregnant
then. Just that morning, a visitor
informed my father in a loud
voice – “Srinivasa Iyengar! Have
you not heard the news? Cholera
is spreading in Bheemannapettai
and each day at least ten to
twelve deaths are occurring. The
people in your house need to be
careful.” On hearing this I was
panic stricken.
I had taken a laxative that
morning and had passed motion
five or six times. I imagined that
this was a symptom of cholera.
My parents too feared the worst.
I passed the night in absolute
terror. A pall of gloom hung over
the house until we got to know
that I was not afflicted with
cholera. The power of the mind
is truly amazing. It makes even
the imaginary appear real.

met Sankar in 1985 to do a
feature on Chemplast. He was
not reluctant to talk but was surprised that anyone would want
to do a story on the Chemplast
Group. Halfway through our
conversation, he said with an air
of surprise, “We do have a story
to tell.”
He had just put his head
down and was working hard
to take his Group places. He
had never thought about projecting himself or the Group in
the media. The Group did not
even have a name. It was called
Sanmar few years down the line.
Sankar was the Managing
Director of Chemplast which
had been set up by his father
K.S. Narayanan and his close
associate T.S. Narayanaswamy
(father of N. Srinivasan, MD, India Cements). The company was
manufacturing PVC resins and
pipes using industrial alcohol.
A chemical engineer from
Illinois Institute of Technology,
Sankar joined Chemplast as
an Assistant General Manager
after his return from the US
in 1967. He told me that the
period between 1967 and 72 was
the worst for the company. “The
price of PVC had collapsed and
there was a lot of unnecessary
and unhealthy competition.”
It was a learning period and he
was exposed to every problem a
company could face.
By 1972, the PVC market
had picked up and Chemplast
became steady on its feet. Sankar decided to strike out on his
own. During the 40s, Sankar’s
family had set up a small unit,
Industrial Chemicals Limited,
to manufacture calcium carbide
for the first time in the country.
Sankar acquired the control of
the company, buying the shares
on his own.
He turned around this sleepy
little company into a profitable one. “I was 26 and brash.
By increasing the price and
implementing some technical
improvements, I put the compa-
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The peregrinating
inscription of Ellis
(The late S. Muthiah wrote
about the Cornwallis Cenotaph
as a peregrinating memorial;
this description fits the stone
inscription of F.W. Ellis that was
fixed on one of the 27 wells that
he sank in Royapettah.)
.W. Ellis is an important figure
in the history of Chennai who
identified the distinct stream of
Dravidian languages. This was
in sharp contrast to the Calcutta
school of scholars who thought
Sanskrit contributed the main
stream of Indian languages. As
a great admirer of Thiruvalluvar,
Ellis had translated 49 verses
of the Thirukkural into English,
some in verse and others in prose
form.
Another important work of
his was the sinking of 27 wells to
overcome the water shortage in
the city in the Royapettah area.
But the stone inscription he fixed
on one the wells had seemingly
vanished and was not available to noted scholar Iravatham
Mahadevan. At the time, he was
writing about the golden pagodas
(coins) minted by Ellis. He told

F

ny on a sounder financial footing,” he said. However, Sankar
did not see any great growth in
industrial chemicals in the then
power starved Tamil Nadu.
The surplus generated by

the Americans of your bona
fides, and communicate everything properly, the Americans
are excellent collaborators.” He
also believed in going only with
market leaders or those who were

The Way We Were

 by
K.R.A. Narasiah

by

Sushila Ravindranath
this company was used to put
up other projects, Durametallic
being one of them. This was the
first among the many of the joint
ventures Sankar would sign up
over the years. The company was
the world leader in the manufacture of mechanical seals.
Persuading Durametallic to
come to India was an adventure.
He had to go to Kalamazoo
which was really in the boondocks and meet its 75 year old
chairman whose knowledge of
India was hazy to put it mildly.
He managed to pull it off and
an enduring relationship with
Durametallic began. He started
putting up a group of engineering
companies manufacturing products for the process industries.
Sankar became an expert in
setting up joint
ventures, that too
with American
companies. At
that time most
Indian companies had British
collaborators and
Americans were
considered difficult. Said Sankar,
“Once you are
able to convince

at the top. He was also clear that
the management had to be with
one of the partners and that
both could not run the company
together.
At the time of my meeting
Sankar, the Group was on a roll.
Sankar was in expansion mode.
His younger brother Kumar was
setting up the electronic division
of the group. He was introducing
products which were way ahead
of their time. He was a pioneer in
many ways.
The group entered into financial services, acquired ships, real
estate and so on. Sankar, at that
point, did not want to make any
long term predictions about the
Group. “We are not interested
in growth for growth’s sake. We
will consolidate as we move up,”
he said.
Sankar was always clear about
which way to go. He was unsentimental about business. He was
quick to correct mistakes and
was willing to get out of businesses which did not work.
The Sanmar Group has certainly moved up. After decades
of non stop activity, Sankar has
left behind a billion dollar conglomerate with multinational
operations.

me that the gold coin bore the
effigy of Thiruvalluavar and this
could have been done only by
Ellis, who was then the Treasury
Officer in Madras. His argument
was that Ellis was an admirer of
Thiruvalluvar, and that the proof
is available in the inscription on
a stone that was engraved on one
of the wells.
Having read his Tamil article
about the Golden Coin when I
was writing about Madras, I consulted him for more information
on Ellis and the wells. Unfortunately, the only picture available
of the inscription was not clear
and Mahadevan asked me to find
out more about it. I consulted Dr.
S. Rajagopal, former Assistant
Director in the Department of
Archeology, who said he had
seen the stone in the Tirumalai
Nayak Mahal, Madurai when
he was in charge there. He also
told me that the stone had been
probably been originally shifted
to the Museum in Madras and
later to different places and finally to Madurai.
It was in 2004 and as my book
was nearing completion that I
got in touch with one Dr. Santhalingam, then in-charge of the
Madurai Mahal. When I got an
affirmative answer regarding the
stone, I went to Madurai and saw
it in the Mahal museum lying in a
corner. Dr Santhalingam got the

stone cleaned and oiled so that
the writing was visible clearly.
Later, it was erected and put up
for public exhibition in the Mahal Museum. With the assistance
of the Chief Photographer of the
Tamil daily Dinamalar, I got a
clear picture. When I showed
the picture to Mahadevan he was
immensely pleased.
Mahadevan told me that
Thomas R. Trautmann, Professor
of History, University of Michigan, USA, was the biographer of
Ellis and would be happy to see
the picture. When the professor
came to give a lecture in RMRL
on Ellis and his Dravidian Proof,
Mahadevan introduced me to
him and Trautmann, who was
equally happy on seeing the
picture.
However, Trautmann could
not decipher some of the words
in the inscription. The entire
length of the inscription is in 31
lines and in Tamil, the last line
being the date – 1818. In its 14th
and 15th lines it has the following in Tamil:

This line Trautmanna could
not follow. I told him that Ellis
says that the then governor was
Hugh Elliot and this is what is
written.
In the inscription, after noting Thiruvalluavar as the Divine
Poet, Ellis quotes the Kural in the
21st line:

(The constituents of a kingdom are the two waters from
above and below, well situated
hills and an indestructible fort.
Translation by G.U. Pope. This is
the 773rd Kural.)
During his next visit to
Madras, much later, Trautmann
made it a point to mention it in
a meeting.
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Unheard Voices of
Tranquebar – II
(Continued from
last fortnight)

T

he Tranquebarian Society
(TS) was the third oldest of
the learned European societies,
east of the Cape of Good Hope.
The other two were the Koninklijk Bataviaasch Genootschap
van Kunsten en Wetenschappen established by Jacob Cornelis Matthieu Radermacher
in Jakarta in 1778, and the
Asiatic(k) Society by William
Jones in Calcutta in 1784.
Christoph Samuel John
(1747-1813) was a German by
birth and ordained as a priest in
Copenhagen. He spent nearly
four decades in Tarangampadi.
In 1789, John argued for a
botanical garden with Tarangampadi’s administrators to
maintain plants from all over
India and also for creating an
entertainment and educational
space for the locals. He could
establish a garden that housed
medicinal plants from all over
peninsular India and Dutch
Ceylon (Sri Lanka). John was in
touch with William Roxburgh
in Madras, for he would regularly send plants for determination
and description.
John was passionate to know
more of animals than of plants
in and around Tarangampadi.
He documented his notes
on animals in a professional
manner.
Copiously supplemented
with photographs of tombstones
and obelisks in the Aatankarai
Street (previously Nygade, New
Street) cemetery in Tarangampadi, the chapter The Old Cemetery recalls the lives and works
of DNK medical doctors such
as Friedrich Wilhelm Rühde,
Theodor Ludvig Frederich Folly, and Samuel Benjamin Cnoll,
between 1620 and 1767. Cnoll
is remembered for the Laboratorium Chymicum (pharmacy)
established in 1732. The text
referring to the general health
of Indians in Tarangampadi by
Rühde (vide Classenske Litteratureselkskab, 1831) fascinates.
As an example, I will quote
PSR’s words paraphrased from
Rühde on German measles and
malaria:
‘In temperatures ranging
between 37 and 60oC, people
tended to develop Rubella –
German measles. After a few
years, the skin (of the European
settlers) became less sensitive
and people suffered less. During
periods of flooding, malaria became prevalent. Intermediate
fevers were cured with quinine
– however this did not seem to
work with Indians. In the case
of two Europeans treatment

with quinine was not enough:
Rühde cured them with strychnine.’
The above text attracted
my attention for diverse reasons. Given that foundations
of immunology laid by Emil
Adolf von Behring (1854-1913)
through serum therapy and
by Paul Ehrlich referring to
‘specialised cells of the immune
system’ happened only in the
later decades of the 19th century, Rühde’s use of ‘less sensitive’
struck me as prophetic, because
much science has progressed
in later years, referring to tissue sensitivity, susceptibility,
resistance, and of course, the
emergence of immunology as
an independent medical discipline. Rühde’s comment linking flooding with the greater
incidence of malaria evoked
my interest, since we know
today that the mosquito, the
intermediate between humans
and the pathogenic protozoan, necessarily requires water
during its early development
stages. The rest of the chapter
refers to Rühde’s observations
on various aspects of medicine:
methods used by vaidyans, children’s common diseases, public
healthcare, daily consultations,
and inflammation of intestines.
PSR renders Rühde’s notes on
leprosy:
‘Leprosy is a bigger problem
in the colony. It was brought
to the Coromandel Coast by
Africans kept as slaves by the
Dutch in Nagapattam.’
Leprosy (Hansen’s disease,
causal agent: Mycobacterium
leprae, Mycobacteriaceae) was
known in India for ages as
kustha, recorded in ancient
scriptures and the later-time
medical treatises. That the
African-bonded labour brought
to India by the Portuguese
introduced leprosy into India
does not sound right. Moreover, few published articles
speak of African population in
Pazhaverkadu, a popular port
of the Coromandel Coast, when
the Portuguese arrived there in
the 15th century. Thought-provoking comments on diabetes
mellitus (DM) occur in p. 270:
‘DM affects a lot of Indians.
It is incurable because the locals refuse to give up vegetable
diet. During later stages of the
disease, people get carbuncles
in the face and/or neck, when
DM is lethal.’
In the 1700s, physicians
knew that food habits and
dietary changes would help diabetes management. Curiously,
they advised their patients
to eat fatty foods and meat

and consume large quantities
of sugar. Therefore, Rühde’s
comment that locals refusing
to give up vegetable diet does
not surprise. Only in the early
1870s, French physician Apollinaire Bouchardat clarified ‘food
rationing’ was an ideal measure
in DM management and we
fully know that this explanation changed the course of DM
management in later years.
Chapter 10 Philology comes
to town consolidates the emergence of Tarangampadi as a
dynamic hub of learning: for
example, Christoph John was
exploring local flora, fauna, and
literature. Theodor Folly was
documenting the medical skills
of the vaidyan-s. Rasmus Christian Rask’s (1787-1832) arrival
in Tarangampadi in 1823 complemented Danish explorations
of traditional-Indian knowledge, wisdom, and biological
wealth. Rask was a self-trained

choose to refrain from speaking
about these men, because we
know considerably about them.
Nonetheless, I will briefly refer
to the less-known Daniel Pulley, Thomas Christian Walter,
and Gowan Harrop. PSR identifies these men as key players in
Danish Tarangampadi.
Daniel Pulley, a half-Tamil
dwi-bashi, a grandson of one
Johann d’Almeida, lived in
Tarangampadi in the second
half of the 18th century. Born
in 1740(?), he was proficient in
the German language, which
earned him the position of
being an assistant to Christoph
John. From 1755, he taught
Tamil to missionaries arriving
in Tarangampadi. From 1782,
when Peter Hermann Abbestée
(1728-1794) was the governor, Daniel was promoted as
a ‘first-level’ dwi-bashi. In this
role, he established a cordiality
between the Danes and Tulaja

 by

Anantanarayanan Raman
anant@raman.id.au

philologist, who looked for the
root language. His inferences
were made through comparing and contrasting languages.
He considered etymology as
a natural science and the encyclopaedic and grammatical
connections in a language as
critical links. He came to India
to acquire and read palm-leaf
manuscripts. While staying
in Madras (Vépéry Mission,
formerly Tranquebar Mission)
along with Johann Rottler,
Rask investigated the linguistic
finesse of Tamil. The following
text (p. 224) is one from several of Rask’s comments on the
Tamil langauge
‘Tamulisk – (Tamla or Tamulah) called High Tamil, is
estimated to be the oldest and
most indigenous language and
is a source for other languages.
It is also distinguished by a
richer and more self-contained
literature.’
Chapter 10 is full of such
amazing details (e.g., extracts
from Rask’s diary for August
1821) that are not only fascinating, but they also offer
exciting insights into the life
and culture of the Tamils in the
1800s.
PSR talks elaborately about
the DNK (Halle) missionaries Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg (1682-1719), Heinrich
Plütschau (1676-1752), Gerhard König (1728-1785), and
Johann Rottler (1749–1836). I

Bhosle, the Raja of Thanjavur. Because of Daniel’s Urdu
fluency, he, representing the
Danes, mediated with Lala
Saheb, commander of Hyder
Ali’s army, and prevented an
attack of Tarangampadi by
Hyder’s army camping in Porto
Novo near Chidambaram. In
1780 and 1781, Daniel served
as a Danish emissary to Hyder
in Mysore. The role played
by Daniel in the political and
religious life of Tarangampadi
cannot be gainsaid. His letters
written in Tamil in 1782-1785,
archived at the Rigsarkivet,
Copenhagen vouch for his influencing role. A photo reproduction of one letter written
in Tamil by Daniel is available
in p. 157. Daniel’s other letters, rendered in English in p.
158-185, offer clarity on troop
movements and the problems
faced by ordinary people during
Anglo-Mysore wars. Daniel’s
letters supplied in Unheard Voices will undoubtedly be relevant
to many an investigator.
Botched by his unsuccessful jaunts in classical western
music in Copenhagen, Thomas
Christian Walter sailed to India
and became a civil servant in
Tarangampadi. He rose in ranks
quickly as the chief financial
officer, second to the governor.
Details of his probate — a document that informs us of the
lives and works of a few of his
more-important colleagues —

are available in chapter 13, A
musician and his tragic fate.
Gowan Harrop of non-Danish lineage arrived in Tarangampadi in 1774 and joined the
AC. He was appointed by David
Brown, Governor in Tarangampadi, as an AC-representative
and agent in Porto Novo. When
Porto Novo was attacked by
Hyder’s troops in 1780, Gowan
was captured as a hostage. At
that time, Gowan transcribed
his experiences (available in
det Ostindiske Governement:
Kolonien Trankebar, Rigsarkivet), which PSR qualifies as
‘meticulous’. In pages 281-350,
PSR provides us with a slightly
edited, easily readable full text
of Harrop’s notes – another
invaluable passage.
One major strength of
this book is the availability
of plain-English texts of vital
records made by various people
associated with the Danish
administration in Tarangampadi in the 17th-19th centuries.
Thanks to PSR for providing
us details from official documents and personal diaries, by
translating many of them from
Danish into English and some
of them from ‘olde’ English
into modern ‘plain’ English!
A glossary of Indian terms, a
bibliography of primary sources, a list of archived materials
from Rigsarkivet (p. 373-374),
notes (p. 375-408), and an index of keywords are extremely
user-friendly. I will compliment
PSR for thoughtfully including a
‘notes’ section that comprehensively explains every secondary
yet important information. The
section Tranquebar — a time
capsule compactly captures
milestone events in Tarangampadi’s history between 1618 and
1845; a diligent inclusion.
It will be impossible for me
to analyze and discuss all details
beautifully presented by PSR
in this book. I have touched
on some, as samples, especially
those that appealed to me and
those I thought would interest
readers of this journal. On the
whole, I experienced fulfilment.
This book unveiled many dimensions that were new to me
pertaining to a tiny segment
of Tamil speaking India. I am
confident that reading Unheard
Voices will be a rich experience,
as much as I experienced. The
University Press of Southern
Denmark deserves thanks for
a splendid production. This
book, I am sure, will be a prized
inclusion in both personal and
public libraries of India.

(Concluded)
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Prof. Krishnamoorthy Srinivas –
a look at this life and his work – II
Prof Krishnamoorthy Srinivas (1933-2017) – an eminent
neurologist, brought to his
practice an old world grace,
charm and much empathy.
We remember this true friend
of Madras Musings by publishing extracts from his book
– Tusitala, Celebrating the
Life and Work of Prof. Krishnamoorthy Srinivas, brought
out last year. Our thanks to
his wife Padma for graciously
giving us permission.

– The Editor

(Continued from
MM, April Vol. XXXII
No. 1, April 16, 2022)

S

rinivas would drive down
at a leisurely pace, through
empty roads, along the Marina Beach, past Queen Mary’s
College, Presidency College
and the Senate Hall of Madras
University in his Standard Herald, with occasional glimpses
through his driver’s seat window at the placid waters of the
sea in low tide, shimmering in
the morning sunlight. The professional work was settling to a
comfortable routine.
The Neurology Department
at GH had recognised Srinivas’s

training abroad and the MRCP
(London) when he accepted the
honorary post. Suddenly like a
bolt from the blue, the University of Madras introduced DM
in Neurology in 1966 and it
was brought to his notice that
he had to “qualify”. Srinivas
registered for DM Neurology in
April 1966 and completed it in
April 1968, with flying colours
as the first DM in Neurology
to qualify in India, as a matter
of fact in any DM course. DM
Cardiology, Nephrology, and
other superspecialities were
introduced later. DNB Neuro
was established in 1986. Now
there is a qualified neurologist
holding a DM or DNB degree
in every district hospital and in
many private hospitals in urban
India, scant but nevertheless a
move in the right direction
The Madras Institute of
Neurology (MIN), a state of
the art Neuroscience facility,
was declared open in 1972 by
his Excellency, the President
of India, V.V. Giri. Srinivas
was appointed Hony. Clinical
Professor of Neurology in 1976.
That same year, at the age of
46 years, Srinivas was elected
FRCP London. As Honorary
Professor, he received an honorarium of Rs. 150 a month, with
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added clinical and teaching responsibilities, and with working
hours extending from 10 am to
1 pm. But Prof. Srinivas would
never leave before 3.30 pm. He
was there overtime with the
doors of his consulting room in
GH wide open to encourage his
DM Neurology students to feel
free to walk in. There would be
dialogue on a problem case in
the ward and its ideal management. These interactive sessions allowed for development
of keener individual diagnostic
acumen and innovative thinking. He would encourage his
students to dip into his personal
collection of books and journals
on his office table and even
to photocopy current medical
literature. This was before the
era of availability of the plethora of online literature. His
students respected the jealous
manner in which he guarded his
books, as all bibliophiles do, and
conformed to the basic rules of
replacing the borrowed book
promptly and in good condition
As examiner for several
years, Prof. Srinivas was internal
examiner at Madras Institute of
Neurology (MIN), GH for DM
Neurology and MD Psychiatry
and external examiner in almost
every centre for these PG degrees in the country,
Dr. Pranesh was one of his
earliest DM students at MIN.
He had completed his MD in
General Medicine before registering for DM Neurology. Prof.
Srinivas would often mention
the advantage Dr. Pranesh had
of seeing Neurology through
the lens of a well-trained generalist. Dr. Pranesh shadowed the
professor’s search for excellence
in clinical practice and teaching
and later even initiated the
Indian chapter of the Osler
Club in his city of residence and
medical practice, Coimbatore.
Below are excerpts from
Dr. Pranesh’s message on the
occasion of Prof. Srinivas’ 70th
birthday celebrations, which
also echoes the sentiments of
those who have had the benefit
of his intensive training for the
DM Neurology course at GH:
“Prof. Krishnamoorthy Srinivas is one of the outstanding
Neurologists of our country. He
is a gifted teacher, institution
builder and a leader who leads
by example. I was one of those
lucky PG students who worked
in his Neurology unit at GH
and was fortunate to go through
his collection of journals and
books, during my time there.

Prof. Krishnamoorthy Srinivas at a clinical meeting at the Madras Institute
of Neurology, Department mini hall with faculty members, some of whom were
his students for Neurology DM.

He is a bibliophile and a true
Oslerian. He has always treated
his younger colleagues with
kindness and understanding.”
Another DM student of
Prof. Srinivas, Dr. A. Srinivasan’s message on the occasion waxes eloquent, “He is an
encyclopaedia of neurological
knowledge, a perpetual student,
and his hard work will put many
youngsters to shame. Dwarfs
like us stand on the shoulders
of this great giant, who helped
so many of us to see further in
our quest of Neurology.”
He is a noble example of days
industriously spent, opportunities wisely used and talents
devoted to honorable purposes.
Many persons and many causes
have benefited by his generosity
and public spirit.
Prof. Kamakshi Shanbogue
was another of professor’s DM
Neurology students who later took over as Professor and
Head of Neurology Department
MIN. She contributes the lady
student’s assessment of Prof.
Srinivas. Her effusive praise
in superlatives, as she would
have it stands testimony to the
professor’s charisma. “My first
meeting with Prof. Srinivas was
as a DM Neuro PG (1977-1979
Batch), I was clean bowled by his
grace, kindness, courtesy, hospitality, chivalry and above all,
his knowledge. His English was
delectable. His overpowering
personality, crystal clear memory, penchant for dates and historical events was enchanting. I still
cherish wonderful memories of
his early life anecdotes of Japan
and of training in Britain”.
“Born of illustrious parents,
he had a stamp of class. He has
the power of making the most
unpleasant things sound pleasant. It is the trait of not hurting
anybody that makes him a cut
above the rest. His clinical

acumen is par excellence. He
always carries several bags and
pouches to work, loaded with
neurological testing tools and
reference material”.
“To conclude, he touched
nothing he did not adorn.”
Srinivas was proud of his
students and encouraged them
in every manner and showed
keen interest in their future
progress in the professional field
and in their family life. Many
came back to meet him and
joyfully relived their achievements. One such incident was
when Dr. Dhanraj presented
him a copy of his book M.
Dhanaraj Acute Cardiovascular Diseases: an Approach,
Orient Black Swan (1994).
Prof. Srinivas’s spontaneous
review of the book (excerpts)
are as follows:
“The book has been written with a view of serving as
a handbook in stroke management, with special reference to the Indian context.
The author, a highly qualified Indian Neurologist, has
based the book on his fourteen
year experience in the management of stroke, in particular, at
the Madras Institute of Neurology, Government General
Hospital, Chennai.”
After recommending the
book as a valuable ready reckoner for stroke, he ends with
“I congratulate Dr. Dhanaraj
on this commendable effort
and I cannot help feeling a
personal sense of pride in
his achievement. My association with the author has
been over several years, first
as my student, and later as
my colleague at the Institute,
when I was Honorary Clinical
Professor of Neurology”.

(To be continued
next fortnight)
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He cared deeply for the
Game and the Players  
T

he packed ballroom at the
Taj Coromandel said it all.
It was the perfect tribute to
N. Sankar as leading industrialists and sportsperson paid glowing tributes to a man who with
his generosity, dynamism and
far sightedness had touched
numerous lives.
As a professional sports
journalist, my association with
Sankar centered around sport
and I found him extremely
knowledgeable and always
aware of the latest trends
around the sporting world.
Most importantly, he cared
deeply for the game and the
players. Cricketing legend
Kapil Dev put it succinctly at
the memoriam function when
he said “there is no Indian
cricketer who has not been
touched by Sankar’s kindness’’
while highlighting his passion
for cricket. Vijay Amritraj and
Ramesh Krishnan too chimed
in while praising Sankar’s role
in promoting tennis.
Sankar’s love for the two
sports started at an an early
age when he used to play both
of them. He was more proficient in tennis and Ramesh
recalls playing with him at
the club level when he had “a
very neat style and accurate
ground strokes besides covering the court well.’’ Vijay, who
also played with him, remembered him as “a wonderful
player, great in business and an

a mazing lover and supporter of
tennis.’’
Vijay added that he enjoyed
his time with Sankar well after his playing career. “He
was a true gift to Tamil Nadu
tennis before and after his stint
as president of the TNTA,’’
he said. Sankar was TNTA
president from 1989 to 1994
and during his term he set the
association on a new path with
his broad vision of growth. The
 by
Partab Ramchand

national clay court championship now in its 29th year began
during his tenure. He was also
the driving force behind the Rs.
one million Indian Bank Indian
Classic held in Chennai in
1993. All the leading players in
the country including Leander
Paes and Ramesh, who won the
title, participated. Ramesh also
remembers him as a dynamic
organizer who could get things
done because of his passion for
sports.
For all his love for tennis,
Sankar will be remembered
most for his role in promoting cricket. Driven by an
unmatched passion for cricket
he pioneered the concept of
a professionally run private
cricket club. His love affair
with the sport began as a crick-

eter who played for Jai
Hind CC in the 60s. And
at a time when there was
not much money in the
game, Sankar’s Sanmar
group ran the famous Jolly
Rovers club which has
been the p remier institution of cricket in the
city. Over the years, it
has held its own against
strong opponents from
other states in various
tournaments all over the
country. That’s because
the company has recruited most of the leading
players. As former Indian
cricketer Bharath Reddy,
who heads the cricketing
operations at the Sanmar group
put it, “Sankar had a knack of
spotting talent.’’ Several Indian
players from S. Venkatraghavan to Mi Vijay have represented the Jolly Rovers.
It was Sankar’s father K.S.
Narayanan who took over Jolly
Rovers in 1966-67. This was
around the time Sankar joined
the company, and a few years
ago, when the club celebrated
its golden jubilee, he organised
an event to honour all the
past players. It was a touching
gesture, but one very typical
of Sankar, who always had
the good of the game and the
players uppermost in his mind.
The father-son duo brought
in the concept of outstation
players figuring in the TNCA

league back in the 60s and thus
Jolly Rovers had in their ranks
P.K. Dharmalingam and V.
Balaji Rao from Services, K.R.
Rajagopal and Najam Hussain
from Karnataka and K.V.R.
Murthy from Andhra. Many
other outstation cricketers
benefited from this far-sighted
move.
What stood out among
Sankar’s qualities was his generosity. He made sure that
the cricketers got the best
treatment, equipment and salaries. As Reddy recalls, “When
Covid was at its peak Sankar
made sure that full salary was
paid to the players, scorers and
other support staff. He always
gave a lot of importance of the

welfare of the players.’’ Former
India pace bowler L. Balaji who
played for Jolly Rovers from
2000 to 2009 termed his interactions with Sankar as a great
experience – “Jolly Rovers gave
me the opportunity during the
initial stage of my career and I
am forever grateful to Sankar
for that. He was someone who
had a lot of passion for cricket
and ensured that all possible
facilities were given to the
players.’’
In the long run, not just Jolly
Rovers but Tamil Nadu cricket
benefited from his v isionary
moves and Sankar who was
TNCA president in the early
90s can take credit for this.
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